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(57)	 ABSTRACT
A system for on-board anomaly resolution for a vehicle has a
data repository. The data repository stores data related to
different systems, subsystems, and components of the
vehicle. The data stored is encoded in a tree-based structure.
A query engine is coupled to the data repository. The query
engine provides a user and automated interface and provides
contextual query to the data repository. An inference engine is
coupled to the query engine. The inference engine compares
current anomaly data to contextual data stored in the data
repository using inference rules. The inference engine gener-
ates a potential solution to the current anomaly by referencing
the data stored in the data repository.
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1
SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR RESPONDING
TO GROUND AND FLIGHT SYSTEM
MALFUNCTIONS
The invention described herein was made in the perfor-
mance of work under NASA Contract No. NAS 10-02007 and
is subject to the provisions of Section 305 of the National
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 (72 Stat.435: 42
U.S.C.2457).
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
1. Field of the Invention
This invention relates generally to aircraft and spacecraft
avionic systems and, more specifically, to a system and
method for responding to ground and flight system malfunc-
tions by semantic anomaly resolution.
2. Background of the Invention
Most aircraft such as airplanes, space craft and the like
have avionics systems which are designed and built from one
or more subsystems. The subsystems are interconnected by
signal carrying buses, connected to power sources, etc. Avi-
onic subsystems were at one time relatively simple and
tended to function somewhat independently of other sub-
systems. System operational characteristics and behavior in
the event of equipment failures could be analyzed by a few
engineers using available analytical and test tools. With the
advent of digital avionics, subsystems have become more
complex, more integrated with, and more inter-dependent
upon one another.
One of the complex and challenging tasks facing modern
avionics is that of defining all significant effects on the avi-
onics system of one or more equipment failures. A compre-
hensive analysis requires the consideration of multiple avi-
onics system operating configurations.
Presently, when an onboard anomaly occurs, a team of
engineers are called to review past test data, documentation
and the like. Different software simulations and/or hardware
test systems may be preformed in order to help the engineers
come to a collective consensus in order to provide a resolution
or steps for a resolution to correct the anomaly. This process
is very complicated and time consuming. The present system
and methods only provide for a manual response to the
encountered anomaly and there is a distinct lag time between
the occurrence of the anomaly and any data/procedure for the
resolution of the anomaly.
Therefore, a need exists for a system and method that
overcomes the problems associated with the prior art. The
system and method will provide an integrated approach to
responding to ground and flight system malfunctions.
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
A system for on-board anomaly resolution fora vehicle has
a data repository. The data repository stores data related to
different systems, subsystems, and components of the
vehicle. The data stored in the data repository is encoded in a
tree-based structure. A query engine is coupled to the data
repository. The query engine provides a user and automated
interface for the system and provides contextual query to the
data repository. An inference engine is coupled to the query
engine. The inference engine compares current anomaly data
to data stored in the data repository using inference rules. The
inference engine generates a potential solution to the current
anomaly by referencing the data stored in the data repository.
A method for semantic anomaly resolution of a vehicle
system comprising: storing data related to the vehicle into a
2
data repository wherein the data is encoded in a tree-based
structure; entering a query regarding the vehicle; and com-
paring data of the query to contextual data stored in the data
repository using inference rules and generating a potential
5 solution to the query by referencing the data stored in the data
repository.
The features, functions, and advantages can be achieved
independently in various embodiments of the present inven-
tions or may be combined in yet other embodiments.
to
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
The present invention will become more fully understood
from the detailed description and the accompanying draw-
15 ings, wherein:
FIG. 1 is a simplified block diagram of the system of the
present invention.
FIG. 2 is a process diagram depicting how data is encoded.
20
FIG. 3 is a process diagram further detailing how data is
encoded.
FIG. 4 is a process diagram showing the operation of the
system of the present invention.
25 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS
Referring to FIG. 1, a system 10 for on-board anomaly
resolution for spacecraft/aircraft systems is shown. The sys-
30 tem 10 includes a semantic enabled data repository 12, an
XQuery engine 14, an inference engine 16, control logic 18,
a test documentation unit 20, and translation unit 28. For ease
of description, the system 10 will be described in terms of an
aircraft avionic system. However, it is to be understood that
35 the system 10 is also suitable for use with other electronic
systems that exhibit certain operating characteristics related
to subsystem connectivity, system mode, external operating
conditions, and temporal constraints on operation.
The semantic enabled data repository 12 is an expert sys-
40 tem which uses natural language contexts for data sets. An
expert system is a computer program that contains a set of
rules that analyze information about a specific class of prob-
lems/anomalies, as well as providing analysis of the prob-
lems/anomalies. The set of rules stored in the semantic
45 enabled data repository 12 and provide guidance for interfac-
ing are generally called a rulebase and is made up of a plu-
rality of inference rules. Because each rule is a unit, rules may
be deleted or added without affecting other rules. Inference
rules are a scheme for constructing valid inferences. These
50 schemes establish syntactic relations between a set of formu-
las called premises and an assertion called a conclusion.
These syntactic relations are used in the process of inference,
whereby new true assertions are arrived at from other already
known ones. After data is run through the rulebase, a course of
55 action is generated that is a potential solution to the current
anomaly/problem being experienced by the aircraft.
The semantic enabled data repository 12 will store encoded
data related to the avionic system, subsystem, components,
and the like of different aircraft. The data stored in the seman-
60 tic enabled data repository 12 may include, but is not limited
to, software simulation data; hardware test system data; data
related to previous anomalies experienced by different air-
craft; and the like. The listing of the above is given as
examples. Other types of data related to the avionic system,
65 subsystem, component and the like may be encoded and
loaded into the semantic enabled data repository 12 without
departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.
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The semantic enabled data repository 12 is coupled to an 	 monitoring the aircraft, vendors 26, and the like. The data
XQuery engine 14. The XQuery engine 14 is an interface that 	 may be sent to other parties as well without departing from the
allows a person or system (i.e., aircraft, spacecraft, etc.) to 	 spirit and scope of the present invention. In general, all inter-
present questions and information to the system 10 and sup-	 ested parties who are authorized to view the recommended
ply a response generated by the system 10. When an aircraft 5 course of action may be sent the data and alerted to the
experiences a particular system anomaly, a query is entered	 execution of automated steps. The data sent to the interested
into the XQuery engine 12 as data related to the system	 parties may be shown on display monitors, audible/text mes-
anomaly. The query is generated by the aircraft/spacecraft	 sages, and the like. The data is also stored in the data reposi-
computer or sensor array. The XQuery engine 12 will take the 	 tory 12.
anomaly data entered and label them as keywords, symbols, 10	 The semantic enabled data repository 12 is coupled to a test
operands, contexts, and/or other parameters. 	 documentation unit 20. The test documentation unit 20 is
The system anomaly data entered by the query in the 	 used to encode and load data into the semantic enabled data
XQuery engine 12 is received and interpreted by the interface 	 repository 12. The data that is encoded and loaded will
engine 16. The inference engine 16 is a finite state machine	 include any documentation related to the avionic system,
with a cycle consisting of three action states: match rules, 15 subsystem, component or the like; software simulation and/or
select rules, and execute rules. In the first state, match rules, 	 hardware test system data; data related to previous anomalies
the inference engine 16 finds all of the rules that are satisfied 	 experienced; and the like. The listing of the above is given as
by the current contents entered into the XQuery engine 12.	 examples. Other types of data related to the avionic system,
The rules that match a certain criteria related to the system	 subsystem, component and the like may be encode and load
anomaly data contexts entered are all candidates for execu- 20 into the semantic enabled data repository 12 without depart-
tion. The rules that match are collectively referred to as the 	 ing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.
conflict set. It should be noted that the same rule may appear 	 As shown in FIG. 1, the test documentation unit 20 may
several times in the conflict set if it matches different subsets	 have multiple units. Thus, the test documentation unit 20 may
of data items.	 include data from users of the aircraft 20A (i.e., NASA, air
The inference engine 16 then passes along the conflict set 25 force, airline companies, etc.); different vendors 20B associ-
to the second state, select rules. In this state, the inference 	 ated with the avionic system, subsystem, component, etc.;
engine 16 applies some selection strategy to determine which
	
data from flight simulators 20C; and the like. The above
rules will actually be executed. The selection strategy can be	 listing is given as an example and should not be seen as to
hard-coded into the inference engine 16, dynamically 	 limit the scope of the present invention. Other sources may be
adjusted by external input (i.e., model generated, user input or 30 used to supply data to the semantic enabled data repository
mission profile) or may be specified as part of the model. 	 12.
Finally the selected instantiations are passed over to the 	 All of the data from the different test documentation units
third state, execute rules. The inference engine 16 executes or 	 20 will go through a translation unit 28 to allow the data to be
fires the selected rules, with the system anomaly data entered	 more easily stored in the semantic enabled data repository 12.
by the spacecraft/aircraft on board computer into the XQuery 35 In accordance with the embodiment depicted in FIG. 1, the
engine 12 used as the parameters for spacecraft/aircraft 	 translation unit 28 has a natural language processing (NLP)
anomaly resolution. Since the data that is stored is usually 	 unit 30 coupled to the test documentation units 20. The NLP
updated by firing rules, a different set of rules will match 	 unit 30 will convert data transmitted from the test documen-
during the next cycle after these actions are performed. 	 tation units 20 into a more formal and contextual representa-
The inference engine 16 then cycles back to the first state 40 tion that is easier to manipulate.
and is ready to start over again. This control mechanism is 	 The output of the NLP unit 30 is then sent to a translator 32.
referred to as the recognize-act cycle. The inference engine 16 	 The translator 32 will provide a text-based means to describe
stops either on a given number of cycles, controlled by the 	 and apply a tree-based structure to the data. All of the data is
operator, or on a quiescent state of the data store when no rules	 manifested as text, interspersed with markup that indicates
match the data. By executing the rules a given number of 45 the information's separation into a hierarchy of character data
cycles or when no rules further match the data, the inference 	 and contexts, container-like elements, and attributes of those
engine 16 builds a probability base. The inference engine 16 	 elements. The translator 32 may be an XML translator or the
compares the data to the stored data in the semantic enabled
	
like. The XML translator 32 is basically a tool for XML
data repository 12 and pulls out potential prior anomalies/
	
document conversion from one vocabulary to another. The
data similar to the anomaly currently being experienced. The 50 XML translator 32 is able to automatically create a sort of
inference engine 16 will then recommend a course of user 	 template from which the different vocabularies can be cre-
action or automated commanding in order to implement cor- 	 ated, using example documents of each of the different
rections.	 vocabularies.
Control logic 18 is coupled to the inference engine 16. The	 Referring to FIGS. 2 and 3, all anomalies/data (hereinafter
control logic 18 is used to set the search parameters of the 55 data) stored and processed by the semantic enabled data
inference engine 16. Thus, the control logic 18 can dictate the 	 repository 12 are encoded in the following manner. The data
rules that will be applied and actually executed, dictate the 	 is associated with a specific subsystem. The data is encoded
number of cycles performed during the execution of the rules, 	 with the sub-system ID, sub-system name and sub-system
and the like. The above is given as an example and should not 	 descriptor. The data is further associated with specific sys-
be seen as to limit the scope of the present invention. The 60 tems affected and a particular vehicle. The data is thus
control logic 18 is able to set and define any of the search 	 encoded with a system ID, system name, as well as a vehicle
parameters of the inference engine 16. 	 ID and vehicle type. If the data is related to a specific test, the
Once a recommended course of user action or automated
	
data is encoded with a test ID, test description, test type, test
system commanding is generated, this information is trans- 	 code, and test location. The data is further encoded as to
mitted to interested parties. As shown in FIG. 1, the recom- 65 whether the data is software or hardware related. If the data is
mended course of action generated may be sent to an auto-	 software related, the data is encoded with the software ID,
mated system or crew of the aircraft 22, command center 24 	 software description, and software version. If the data is hard-
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ware related, the data is encoded with part ID and name. If the
data is an anomaly, the data is then associated with a time the
anomaly was encountered. Thus, the data will be encoded as
being associated with in-flight test, ground test, etc. If the data
is encountered during flight, the anomaly/data is further
encoded with an anomaly number, anomaly description, and
critical codes. The critical codes are hardcoded subsystem/
system criticality identifiers. When an anomaly is encoded,
the anomaly will be encoded with an ID, description, type,
criticality code, disposition, vehicle ID and vehicle configu-
ration. It should be noted that the data could be encoded with
additional information not listed above. The above is given as
an example and should not be seen as to limit the scope of the
present invention.
Referring to FIG. 4, during test operation, when an aircraft
experiences an anomaly, the data related to the anomaly is
identified and characterized. The anomaly data is encoded by
the translation unit 28 and sent to the semantic enabled data
repository 12. The XQuery 14 is used to compare the anomaly
data to data context stored in the semantic enabled data
repository 12. The inference engine 16 executes or fires
selected rules, with the data of the anomaly used as the param-
eters. The inference engine 16 will stop either on a given
number of cycles, controlled by the operator or dynamic input
from external sources, or on a quiescent state of the data store
when no rules match the data. By executing the rules a given
number of cycles or when no rules further match the data, the
inference engine 16 build a probability base. The inference
engine 16 compares the query data to the stored contextual
data in the semantic enabled data repository 12 and pulls out
potential prior anomalies/data similar to the anomaly cur-
rently being experienced based upon Xquery thesaurus con-
textual datasets. The inference engine 16 will then recom-
mend a course of user action or transmit corrective action
commands in order to implement corrections. The recom-
mended course of action or execution notification is then sent
to the interested parties.
This disclosure provides exemplary embodiments of the
present invention. The scope of the present invention is not
limited by these exemplary embodiments. Numerous varia-
tions, whether explicitly provided for by the specification or
implied by the specification, such as variations in structure,
dimension, type of material and manufacturing process may
be implemented by one of skill in the art in view of this
disclosure.
What is claimed is:
1. A system for on-board anomaly resolution for a vehicle
comprising:
• data repository for storing data related to different sys-
tems, subsystems, and components of the vehicle,
wherein the data is encoded in a treebased structure,
wherein the data repository is an expert system, the
expert system storing a rulebase, wherein the data is run
through the rulebase and a potential course of action is
generated;
• query engine coupled to the data repository for providing
a user and automated interface to provide contextual
query to the data repository; and
an inference engine coupled to the query engine for com-
paring current anomaly data to the data stored in the data
repository using inference rules, the inference engine
cycles through the inference rules generating a potential
solution to the current anomaly by referencing the data
stored in the data repository.
6
2. A system for on-board anomaly resolution for a vehicle
in accordance with claim 1 further comprising a documenta-
tion unit coupled to the data repository to load data into the
data repository.
5 3. A system for on-board anomaly resolution for a vehicle
in accordance with claim 2 further comprising a translation
unit coupled to the documentation unit and the data repository
to convert data for storage in the data repository.
4.A system for onboard anomaly resolution for a vehicle in
io accordance with claim 3 wherein the translation unit com-
prises:
• natural language processing (NLP) unit coupled to the
documentation unit; and
• translator coupled to the NLP unit to provide a text based
15	 way to describe and apply a tree-based structure to the
data.
5. A system for on-board anomaly resolution for a vehicle
in accordance with claim 1 further comprising a communica-
tion device coupled to the query engine to communicate the
20 potential solution to the current anomaly generated by the
inference engine.
6. A system for on-board anomaly resolution for a vehicle
in accordance with claim 5 wherein the communication
device is one of a display mechanism and an automated
25 control device located in an aircraft.
7. A system for on-board anomaly resolution for a vehicle
in accordance with claim 5 wherein the communication
device is located in at least one of an aircraft, command
center, and vendor.
30 8. A system for on-board anomaly resolution for a vehicle
in accordance with claim 1 wherein the inference engine
comprises:
a match rules unit that locates all rules that are satisfied by
the current date entered into the query engine;
35 a select rules unit coupled to the match rules unit that
applies a selection strategy to determine which rules will
be executed; and
an execute rules unit coupled to the select rules unit that
executes the selected rules.
40 9. A system for on-board anomaly resolution for a vehicle
in accordance with claim 1 further comprising control logic
coupled to the inference engine to set search parameters of the
inference engine.
10. A system for onboard anomaly resolution for a vehicle
45 comprising:
• data repository for storing data related to different sys-
tems, subsystems, and components of the vehicle,
wherein the data repository is an expert system, the
expert system storing a rulebase, wherein the data is run
50	 through the rulebase and a potential course of action is
generated;
• query engine coupled to the data repository for providing
a contextual query interface;
an inference engine coupled to the query engine for com-
55 paring current anomaly data to data stored in the data
repository, the inference engine cycles through infer-
ence rules generating a potential solution to the current
anomaly by referencing the data stored in the data
repository;
60	 control logic coupled the inference engine to set search
parameters of the inference engine;
documentation unit coupled to the data repository to load
data into the data repository related to the different sys-
tems, subsystems, and components of the vehicle; and
65 a translation unit coupled to the documentation unit and the
data repository to encode data from the documentation
unit for storage in the data repository.
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11.A system for on-board anomaly resolution for a vehicle
in accordance with claim 10 wherein the translation unit
comprises:
a natural language processing (NLP) unit coupled to the
documentation unit; and
a translator coupled to the NLP unit to provide a text based
way to describe and apply a tree-based structure to the
data.
12.A system for on-board anomaly resolution for a vehicle
in accordance with claim 10 further comprising a communi-
cation device coupled to the query engine to communicate the
potential solution to the current anomaly generated by the
inference engine.
13.A system for on-board anomaly resolution for a vehicle
in accordance with claim 10 wherein the inference engine
comprises:
a match rules unit that locates all rules that are satisfied by
the current data entered into the query engine;
a select rules unit coupled to the match rules unit that
applies a selection strategy to determine which rules will
be executed; and
an execute rules unit coupled to the select rules unit that
executes the selected rules.
14. A method for generating a potential solution of an
onboard anomaly of a system of a vehicle comprising:
storing data related to the vehicle into a data repository
wherein the data is encoded in a tree-based structure,
wherein the data repository is an expert system, the
8
expert system storing a rulebase, wherein the data is run
through the rulebase and a potential course of action is
generated;
entering a query regarding the vehicle; and
5 comparing data of the query to contextual data stored in the
data repository and generating the potential solution to
the query by referencing the data stored in the data
repository.
15. The method of claim 14 wherein comparing the data
io further comprises:
locating a set of inference rules for constructing valid infer-
ences that is satisfied by the data of the query;
determining which inference rules in the set of inference
rules will be executed; and
15 executing the selected inference rules for constructing
valid inferences to generating a potential solution to the
query.
16. The method of claim 14 further comprising:
collecting data related to the vehicle from different
20	 sources; and
translating the collected data before loading into the data
repository.
17. The method of claim 15 further comprising setting
parameters for the location, determination and execution of
25 the inference rules.
18. The method of claim 14 further comprising communi-
cating the potential solution generated.
